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Lean, simple structure
advised for extension

Students gather outside new $7 million dollar UMKC School of Law building.
The recent dedication of the building featured New York Times reporter Myron
A. Farber and U.S. Supreme Court Justice Harry A . Blackmun as speakers.

Spanish professor receives
Guggenheim fellowship
Harold C. Jones , UMC associate
professor of Spanish, is the recipient of
a Guggenheim FelLowship to SUPIX>rt a
year of re search at the Vatican ,
beginning this su mmer.
Dr. Jon es is one of three Spanish
literature scholars in the U . S. named as
Guggenheim Fellows this year. He will
conduct research at the Vatican
Library , where he previously
catalogued the Spanish and Portuguese
language books and manuscripts of the
Cardinal Francesco Barberini
Collection . His Guggenheim award
expands the cataloguing to the rest of
the Hispanic works (15th to 17th
century) in the Vatican Library.
Dr. Jones spent the 1972-73
academic year at the Vatican under a
grant from the National Endowment for
the Humanities. He earlier discovered
the vast holdings of the Barberini
Collection through investigation of the
Vatican Film Library at St. Louis
University. (Barberini was a nephew of
Pope Urban VIII who reigned in the
early 17th Century).
The Barberini collection catalogue

was completed during a sabbatical
leave in the summer of 1976 and
ptjblished in two volumes by the
Vatican Press.
"On the basis of the find ings thus
far, I feel I will be doing most of my
research for the rest of my life there,"
Dr. Jones says of the Vatican Library.
"The catalogue is only the first step.
The collection is a virtually
inexhaustible source of information for
sc holars in many disciplines."
Author of numerous scholarly
articles, Dr. Jones is editor of La
Coronica, newsletter-journal of the
Division of Medieval Spanish Language
and Literature of the Modern Language
Association.
At UMC he is chairperson of the
Research Council and a member of the
Faculty Council.
Dr. Jones is one of 291 scholars,
scientists, and artists chosen
Guggenheim Fellows by the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation. During its history the
foundation has granted nearly $80
million in fellowships.

Meetings on '80-'81 request set
Public bearings on the
development of the UM system's
1980-81 state appropriations request
have been scheduled on each of UM's
four campuses.
The meetings are to allow UM
students, faculty and staff and the
general public an opportunity to offer
advice and comments as preparation of
the 1980-81 request proceeds. When
development is completed, the request
will be presented to the Board of
Curators late in the summer for
approval and forwarding to the state.
Dates, times and places of campus
hearings are: St. Louis, Monday, April
30, from 1 p .m. to 3 p.m. , in Room 126
of the J.C. Penney Building; Columbia,

Tuesday, May 1, from 9 a.m. to 11
a.m., in Rooms N201 and 202 of the
Memorial Union Building ; Rolla,
Tuesday , May 1, from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m., in Room G-5 of the
Humanities/Social Sciences Building;
and Kansas City, Wednesday , May 2,
from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. , in the
Westport Room of University Center.
Among those attending the
meetings will be representatives of the
Board of Curators; UM System
President James C. Olson; UM system
Vice President for Administrative
Affairs James R . Buchholz , and the
campus chancellors .
This is the second year such public
hearings have been held .

The administrative structure of the
UM system's and Lincoln University 'S
statewide extension programs should be
"as simple and lean as possible. "
Extension should continue to be
operated as a single system involving
all of the campuses including Lincoln
University.
That's part of the advice from a
committee of state and national leaders
to UM system President James C.
Olson.
Known as the comprehensive
review team and chaired by Clifford M.
Hardin of St. Louis , the group's final
report has been submitted to Dr. Olson
along with reports from six other
review teams which examined specific
program areas.
In discussing the report, Dr. Olson
noted that " the quality of extension is
affirmed by a prominent group of
people with a great variety of expertise.
These reports will be very valuable as
we determine the future direction of
extension. "
At a news conference, Dr. Olson
pointed out that he was in agreement
with the report's recommendation that
the extension administrative structure
be kept lean and simple.
"That's the philosophy under
which I am trying to admini ster the
whole University," Dr. Olson said.
In its report, the comprehensive
review group said it found the
academic , technological and scientific
resources existing on the four campuses
of UM and Lincoln University
"represented assets of tremendous
value to the citizens of the state.
" As the team began to formulate
recommendations, it recognized that it
was examining an extension system
that is generally regarded as one of the
strongest and most effective in the
country today. In making
recommendations for improvement , the
team is beginning with a base that is
already of high quality. "
The comprehensive team was
asked to study the administration of
extension, and in its report , the group
concluded:
• The administrative structure
should be as simple and lean as
possible , within the realities of a
mUlticampus system.
• The numbers of people involved
in administration of the system should
be kept at the minimum. Both costs
and difficulties of communication
increase disproportionately when
numbers of people involved in
management rise beyond the necessary
level.
• The administrative structure
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should be kept flexible. While at any
point in time delegations mu st be
clearly understood , titles and job
descriptions should NOT be described
a nd defined so rigidly that they cannot
be modified when desirable in order to
make maximum utilization of the
talents available to the president , the
Board of Curators, and the chancellors
of the separate campuses.
• The UM syste m is a single
University with four campuses . It is
imperative, in the team's judgement,
that extension be managed and
operated as a si ngle system involving
all of the campuses including Lincoln
University. Except for the central
office and part of those staff members
who are resident in outlying counties
and areas , professional personnel
should be appointed to one of the
academic departments on one of the
campuses and salary, budgets , and
content of programs should be managed
through normal University channels.
• Extension programs are not ends
in themselves but rather they are
brought into being and exist only to
fac ilitate public access to the academic
resources of the various campuses .
Among the major points mentioned
by Dr. Oison was the cOTIlpTehen ive
team's recommendation that the future
administrative structure be an "evolution of the present" arrangement ,
rather than offering a radically changed
system .
Dr. Olson said he will make
decisions regarding the future of
extension after consulting with different
groups. The reports will also be
reviewed by his staff, his state advisory
council for extension, the Board of
Curators and others.
The review of extension was
conduct~d in partial response to
recommendations of the Governor's
Extension Study Commission as well as
Dr. Olson's advisory council for
extension.
Six review teams earlier provided
the comprehensive team the results of
their studies of the individual programs
in agriculture, business-industry-Iabor ,
community development , continuing
education, home economics and 4- H
youth.
The comprehensive team endorsed
the six reports and recommended that
they become a part of the UM
response to the Missouri Extension
Study Commission. Dr. Hardin's team
also noted that none of the six reports
suggested that any of the programs
should be reduced or eliminated .
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Capital request items OK'd
The Missouri House of
Representatives has approved capital
improvements totaling $13,771,582 for
the UM system for fiscal 1979-80.
The measure now goes to the
Senate for consideration. Items
approved by the House are:
• $1 ,589,032 for maintenance and
repairs to the existing physical plants
on all four campuses. About one-half
the amount is for energy conservation
measures.
• $500,000 for making the
Columbia campus more accessible to
the handicapped. (Editor'S note: An
additional $100,000 was approved for
the Department of Higher Education to
study handicapped needs on all UM
campuses and other four-year Missouri
public higher education institutions) .
• $7,640,000 for constructing
heating plant improvements at UMC to
bring the plant into compliance with
federal and state clean air standards.

Planning funds were previously
appropriated.
• $2,314,800 to construct Unit B of
the Animal Science Research Complex
at UMC. Planning funds were
appropriated by the last session of the
General Assembly.
• $120 ,000 in planning funds to add
additional units to the Animal Science
Research Center at UMC.
• $950 ,000 for an addition to the
cooling plant at UMKC.
• $225,000 for continued
maintenance and rehabilitation of UM C
Agricultural Experiment Station
facilities throughout the state.
• $61,500 in planning funds for an
Agricultural Engineering Building at
UMC.
• $371,250 for maintenance and
repairs to UMC Hospital.
UM has requested about $33.8
million in capital funds for the general
University and about $4.5 million in
similar funds for the hospital.

Job market takes upswing
By David Lammers
Job prospects for soon-to-be
graduated UM students are "better
than ever" according to placement
officers at the four campuses.
"The job market is getting a little
better each year, and right now it is
very good," says Joe Palmer, UMSL's
placement officer.
At UMR , students in petroleum
engineering are receiving offers of
$1,750 per month from oil companies,
and geological engineers and mining
engineers are also pursued hotly by
energy-producing companies. UMR
placement officer Larry Nuss said,
"We have 25 percent more firms
booking interviews this year, and there
is an extremely high demand for our
technical graduates."
Ron King, placement officer at
UMC ' s College of Business and Public
Administration, said he is somewhat
mystified by the increasing demand for
college graduates.
"A year or so ago, I thought with
all the talk about a recession that we
would be fortunate to stay even. But
apparently businesses have an
optimistic outlook and are out there
trying to hire the best people."
IBM, for example , recently sent 14
interviewers to UMC. As a result of
the interviews , job-seeking students
literally filled the top floor of Brady
Commons. Mr. King said that a top
M.B.A. candidate has the potential of
commanding a $25 ,000 a year starting
salary with one of the large
corporations.
Arts and Science students also
seem to be benefiting from the business
boom. Thom Rakes, coordinator of the
UMC Career Planning and Placement
Center, explains that many business
recruiters hire liberal arts students who
have good communication and
organizational skills. These candidates
are then sent through company
management training programs.
Mr. King said a student with a
business degree often has a better
chance of getting an appointment with a
corporate recruiter.
Mr. Rakes said he advises liberal
arts students to go beyond the
recruiting system in their job search.
He said many of the best job openings
are never advertised on the campuses.
Mr. Palmer said liberal arts
students at UMSL should be

"somewhat flexible. We try to help the
liberal arts student look at skills
acquired through education or work
experience, and where those skills
might lead them. "
Although many liberal arts
students go on to graduate school, Mr.
Palmer said only about 30-40 percent of
liberal arts students use the placement
office , compared to 90 percent of the
education students.
For students hoping to become
teachers , a willingness to relocate may
be essential to finding a job. Don Carr,
director of the UMKC career
information and placement , points out
that job prospects for education majors
are improving.
" Most of our average-or-better
education graduates are finding jobs ,
especially if they are willing to relocate
to an outstate area. There is a definite
need for teachers in outstate areas . But
a lot of graduates don ' t want to
relocate, " Mr. Carr said.
Many liberal arts students at
UMKC are still having problems
finding a job that suits them , Mr. Carr
said. "If they want to go into
professional sales with a big firm, fine ,
then there are lots of opportunities. But
most of them are not interested in
sales . I would say, generally, the arts
and science students are having as
much difficulty finding a job as they did
two or three years ago."
Part of the problem for some
liberal arts students is a negative
attitude toward the job-seeking process.
Mr. Rakes said some students
approach the job market with an
attitude of, "Good Grief! I'm a liberal
arts student! Where can I find a job?"
Journalism, also regarded as a
crowded field, has been finding room
for most of the job-seeking graduates of
the UMC School of Journalism.
Bob Haverfield, placement director
at the journalism school, reported
recently that about 89 percent of the
1978 graduates found jobs within the
field. Other graduates either did not
seek employment or found work in a
field outside of journalism.
Mr. Haverfield reported that the
B.J. graduates who started working at a
newspaper earned $170.24 a week,
while graduate students on newspapers
earned $215.43.
Salaries in advertising, public
relations , and television were somewhat
higher.

UMSL Week proclaimed
In recognition of UMSL's
15th anniversary celebration , both
the mayor of St. Louis and the
St. Louis county supervisor have
declared April 23-29 as "UMSL
Week. " A resolution
congratulating UMSL has also
been adopted by the Missouri
Senate and a proclamation has
been signed by the governor.
With the addition of a
campus festival the weekend of
April 21-22, the celebration has
been extended to nine days of
concentrated activities. The
festival , staged by UMSL
students, will feature a carnival ,
free bluegrass concert sponsored
by the UMSL Alumni Association, and tours of the campus.
Proceeds from the festival will be
used to help develop the " UMSL
Commons, " an outdoor area
designed for the recreation and
relaxation of the UMSL
community.
Other activities scheduled
during the period include a
metropolitan forum on "the
taxpayers revolt" on April 23
featuring U.S. Rep. Richard

Gephardt, and Chancellor Arnold
B. Grobman' s " Annual Report to
the Community" on April 25.
The report will be presented at a
luncheon at the Cervantes Convention Center. The event is
co-sponsored by the St. Louis
Regional Commerce and Growth
Association.
A ceremony to dedicate the
"commons" area will be held on
April 29, the last day of the
celebration. The ceremony will
also mark the official retirement
of the bonds issued by the
Normandy School District to
purchase the Bellerive Country
Club , the original site of the
campus.
The UM Board of Curators
is scheduled to meet on campus
April 26-27.The Curators may
participate in some of the
activities scheduled during the
period.
Spaced throughout the
period, there will be a variety of
events of special interest to
students including athletic
contests , traditional Greek Week
activities and a band festival.

CBHE adopts master plan;
publication now in process
Last month the Coordinating
Board for Higher Education completed
a major project which was assigned to
the board in 1974-development and
adoption of Master Plan III for
post-secondary education in Missouri.
The plan addresses the following
areas as they apply to higher education
in Missouri: financial access; equal
opportunity; diversity of institutions;
undergraduate, graduate and professional programs; research; public and
community service; information storage
and process; college administration;
and accountability.
During the development of the
plan , many UM faculty and staff
participated on committees involved in
the work. Academic communities in the
UM system and throughout the state
have had several opportunities to
respond to drafts of the plan. Seven
public hearings were held throughout
Missouri during December and
January. UM system president James
C. Olson delivered a prepared statement to a hearing held on the UMC
campus Jan . 22 (as reported in the Feb.
9 issue of Spectrum.)
In his introduction to the 102-page
document, CBHE Chairman Robert H.
Duesenberg cautions that planning is a
continuous process and" ... the future
may be quite different than the one
envisaged in this document and
flexibility to deal with change cannot be
impaired by a written document."
Major changes made in the
document since the December/January
public hearings include:
• The stipulation that graduate and
professional tuition and fees at
public institutions should exceed
undergraduate tuition and fees
by 33 percent;
• The recommendation that
out-of-state tuition exceed
in-state fees by a minimum ratio
of two to one (on both of these
points, CB HE recognizes that
these goals cannot be achieved
immediately and recommends

that they be met over a four-year
period to minimize the possible
impact on students and
institutions); and
• A statement to the effect that
research , both basic and applied,
should not be permitted to be
adversely affected by the
possible factors of shrinking
enrollment bases and a decline in
the need for arts and science
Ph.Ds.
CBHE is now in the process of
publishing the master plan , as adopted.
Final copies of the plan will be made
available soon for the perusal of UM
faculty and staff.

Students receive
national honors
Six students from three UM
campuses are among 250 winners
selected nationally to receive Presidential Management Internships in
federal departments and agencies.
Students (by campus) are: UMKC,
Martha Cockrell, Jane Henderson and
Kathleen K . Schmitz; UMSL, Patricia
Chisope and Martha Shull ; and UMC,
David Feldman.
Finalists were selected from more
than 800 nominees through a regional
screening process sponsored by the
U .S. Office of Personnel Management.
The program was established in
August, 1977, to encourage talented
individuals to enter government
service. Upon completion , interns may
be granted career status with the
federal civil service without further
competition.
The two winners from UMSL have
helped maintain that campus' record in
the national competition-a 75 percent
success rate. This compares with a
national average rate of 25 percent.
Students were chosen on the basis
of leadership, communication and
decision-making skills and commitment
to careers in public service.

UMSL celebrates 15th year
by Don Constantine
The newest member of the UM
system has reached adolescence and is
only a step away from maturity.
Fifteen years ago , UMSL was just
a hope and a dream. Today , UMSL is
the largest university in St. Louis , the
second largest campus in the system,
and the third largest university in the
state.
For UMSL to become a reality 15
years ago , it took a special act of the
Missouri legislature. It also took a
vision of what could be , a great deal of
hard work by UM President Elmer
Ellis , and the willingness of the
residents of the Normandy School
District to accept $60,000 for a country
club they has acquired only a few years
earlier for $625 ,000.
Success bas not come easily for
the young campus. In his history of the
campus, UMSL history professor
James Neal Primm describes the
physical faci lities during the early days
as " being reminiscent of a migratory
labor camp. "
"The entire faculty was housed in
the old clubhouse when I arrived in
]965. The only privacy was hastilyerected cardboard partitions . ..
and you were never sure if you were
counseling the student in your office or
the one on the other side of the
partition. ' .
But Dr. Primm was quick to add
that "there was a marvelous sense of
sharing in a worthwhile endeavor. .. a
feeling shared by faculty and students
alike." Much of the credit for that
sense, Dr. Primm believes , belongs to
UMSL's first chancellor, James L.
Bugg, Jr. , who was a Jeffersonian
historian at UMC before moving to St.
Louis.
"Jim Bugg had a mi ssionary sense
about the place and his zeal was
contagious . It was going to be the best
place anywhere, and he would accept
no less than the best from anyone who
was involved with the uni versity ," Dr.
Primm remarked.
At that time there were two
generally accepted theories on how to
build a university. One was to pour all
available resources into attracting an
outstanding faculty and worry about

physical facilities later. The other was
just the opposite. Partly by choice and
partly by circumstance, UMSL chose
the first method.
Dr. Primm explained the decision
like thi s. "The legi slature would give
us operating funds, but they wanted to
see warm bodies before they would let
loose any money for buildings. Looking
back , I think everyo ne would agree we
made the right choice, but certainly the
circumstances played an important role
in that decision ."
Neill Sanders , a member of
UMSL's first graduating class,
concurred wit h Dr. Primm's assessment of the physical conditions of the
campus. "I remembe r 1 had a zoology
class in what was the shower room of
the old clubhouse . It was propitiou s
scheduling on the part of someone,
since we were able to ho se down the
floors at the e nd of class."
Dr. Sanders also recalled that the
lack of space was a deterrent to social
activities, such as dances.
"Since every avail able room was
used for classes, we had to . wait until 4
p.m. , then go in and move desks and
tables , sweep the floor , a nd finally
decorate the room. When the dance
was over (usually around midnight) we
had to get the room ready for classes
the nex t day ," he said.
" At the time we really didn ' t know
any better, since none of us had e ver
been to any other college ... we just
assumed that was the way things were
done." Dr. Sanders said the same
assumption influenced attitudes tow ard
the qu ality of the education student s
were receiving .
" Once again we had nothing to
compare it with . But as we started to
attract some transfer students, who
were prone to complain of how tough
UMSL was , the thought started to
emerge that we were getting a good
education. I know I thought the
standards were high ... 1 had to take
two remedial courses ," said Dr.
Sanders . He later earned his Ph . D. in
history at UMC and became assistant
director of admissions at UMSL.
If the lack of buildings was the
number one gripe of the first settlers,
parking problems ran a close second.

The oLd clubhouse served as a reminder of the country club which existed
prior to the establishment of the UMSL campus . The building has since been torn
down.

When enrollment doubled in 1965 to
2,500 and the first new building
promised for the start of the se me ster
was not ready in time , the problem was
exacerbated .
An article in the September iss ue
of the Faculty New sletter illustrated
the problem. The story reported
the problems of a secretary whose
typewriter broke in the midst of preparing an important notice concerning
parking. She was unable to get the
typewriter fixed because the repairman
could not find a parking space. The
story failed to report how she solved
the dilemma.
Students were also frustrated by
the parking problem. Dr. Sanders
recalls that students always kept a wary
eye on the weather. "Si nce the park ing
lots weren't paved , every time we had
a thundershower , students would race
to their cars to move them before they
got stuck in the mud. "
The enrollment crunch UMSL
experienced during the '60s also
somewhat dictated faculty recruiting
method s, according to Dr. Primm .
" Chancellor Bugg had to get experienced teachers on board , and th ere
was little time to recruit outside the
area. As we began to catch up with
enrollment our recruiting efforts were
broadened to national searches.
Chancellor Bugg was willing to pay
whatever it took to get the people he
wanted . Dr. Bugg's theory was that of
every four ' hires ' we should get three
promising young faculty members and
one established' star' .. . that was the
kind of balance he wanted."
When Dr. Bugg left in 1969 to
become president of Old Dominion
U nivers ity in his home state of
Virginia , he was replaced by another
historian, Glenn Driscoll. Dr. Drisco ll ,
who joined the faculty in 1969 , was
dean of faculties at the time of hi s
selection.
Under Dr. Driscoll' s tenure , an
accelerated building program began to
catch up with enrollment. New
undergraduate and graduate programs
were added to meet the needs of a
growing student body and outreach
programs were started to fulfill
UMSL' s urban mission . Dr. Driscoll
remained loyal to Dr. Bugg's theory of
recruiting. The campus continued to
attract faculty with national
rep!) tation s.
While most universities were
experiencing a period of student unrest
over the Vietnam War , UMSL
remained relatively calm. A student at
the time remarked, " We were
concerned with what was going on but
there was just never enough time to get
anything organized ... what with people
having to leave right after classes to go
to jobs , and not living on campus. "
Following Dr. Driscoll's decis ion
to leave to become president of the
University of Toledo in 1972 , there
followed a period of almost three years
of what the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
called a " revolving door" in the
chancellor's office. During that period
there were two acting chancellors and
one "permanent" chancellor who
lasted only six months .
But despite what may have
appeared to the public to be a period of
strife or di ssension , there was little
actual effect on the UMSL community,
according to Dr. Primm.
" Obviously there was some
concern, particularly among younger

A student wa lks to class on the St.
Louis campus. The Social
Sciences/Business tower looms il1 the
background.

faculty," he said , "yet faculty
continu ed to teach ... students
continued to go to classes ."
The revolv ing door came to a halt
with the appointment of Arno ld B.
Grobma n as chancellor in April of
1975 . Dr. Grobman has now served as
UMSL chancellor longer than any of
hi s predecessors .
Dr. Primm , who served on the
searc h committee, said the present
chancellor brought something to the job
that his predecessors had lacked. "We
never had a chancellor who cou ld touch
the right buttons in the community until
Dr. Grobman . . .we were suffering
fro m a lack of identity with the St.
Louis power str uctu re and he has
worked harder at remedying thi s than
any of th e prev iou s chancellors."
Ju st how far UMSL has come in
the past 15 years was accurately
summarized in last fall's North Central
Association report which granted the
ca mpu s full accred itation for all of its
programs for the nex t ten years.
"UMSL students appear to be
well-trained and are supporti ve of the
institution . By any variety of meas ures ,
UMSL is clearly a rapidly maturing
academic community , and is
increasingly effective in relating to and
serving the educational needs of St.
Louis. "
What do the next J5 years hold for
UMSL? If Chancellor Grobman has
his way, UMSL will emerge as a
comprehensive urban uni versi ty, a
national " model " for public urban
univers itie s.
What has UMSL meant to the UM
system ? Tangentially it has meant a
strong political base in the state's
largest metropolitan area. More importantly , it has meant that the state's
universit y now is serving a large
segment of tha t metropolita n population
which , previously , did not have access
to University education.

-Mr. Constantine is director of the
UMSL Office of Public Information.

This & That

Chemist wins
top award
An internationally recognized
research chemist at UMKC has been
selected as the 1979 recipient of the
campus' N. T. Veatch Award.
K. L. Cheng, professor of
chemistry , will receive UMKC's
highest honor for distinguished research
and creative activity at a public
ceremony May 1.
"This year's Veatch Award
recipient was selected in recognition of
the fundamental contributions he has
made to the field of chemistry,
especially in the areas of photoelectron
spectroscopy , ion selective electrodes
and the development of organic
reagents in analytical chemistry ,"
Chancellor George A. Russell said.
" Dr. Cheng's research activities have
brought international recognition to this
University . UMKC is indeed fortunate
to have such a distinguished scholar
and researcher among its faculty. "
The N.T. Veatch Award was
made possible through the generosity of
the late N.T. Veatch , managing partner
in the engineering firm of Black &
Veatch of Kansas City, Mo. He

Weldon Spring resolution
The Missouri Senate has approved
a resolution authorizing UM to sell
about 7,200 acres of its Weldon Spring
tract in St. Charles County to the
Missouri Department of Conservation.
The measure still must be
approved by the House of
Representatives and signed by the
governor before it becomes final.
A selling price of $12.4 million was
agreed to last June 30 by the two
parties . State law, however required
approval of the sale by the General
Assembly and the governor.
UM will retain about 700 acres of
the tract for educational purposes.
K. L. Cheng
established an endowment fund at
UMKC that provides for an annual
award of $1,000 to a faculty member
whose research and creative activities
have been outstanding.
A graduate of Northwestern
College in China, Dr. Cheng earned
M.S . and Ph . D. degrees in chemi stry
at the University of Illinois.

Jobs
UMC: Computer programmer!
analyst II; continuing education
coordinator; director, campus
computing services; engineer , Physical
Plant; environmental chemist;
information specialist; radio producer;
research specialist; scientific
programmer/analyst I; systems analyst;
director, instructor, Intensive English
Program;
UMC Hospital: Assistant directors ,
nursing service (2), outpatient clinic ,
personnel; assoc. dir., nursing;
computer programmer/analysts I and
II; directors, computer center and
fiscal affairs; health care evaluation
analyst; managers , financial reporting
and patient accounting; personnel
associate; pharmacist; registered
medical technologist (5); staff nurse
(40); supervisor, telephone
communications ;
UMSL: General manager, radio

station; supervisor, payroll and student
loan accounts; asst. prof. biology;
visiting asst. prof. economics (4); asst.
prof. educational psychology; women's
basketball coach; asst. prof.
mathematics (2); instructor,
mathematics;
UMR: Buyer; computer
programmer/analyst II; energy
conservation engineer; scientific
programmer analyst II ; sr. information
specialist; lecturer at geology field
camp ; post-doctoral research assoc. in
atomic physics ; research asst. prof. in
atomic physics ; asst. prof. , chemical
engineering; visiting prof. , chemical
engineering; asst. prof. , social
anthropology;
UMKC: Computer
programmer/analyst II-; electronic
engineer; manager , engineering
services; medical illustrator; scientific
programmer/analyst II.

People
Scott H. Decker, assistant professor
of administration of justice at UMSL,
has been named to the American
Sociological Association's Committee
on Crime and Justice Statistics .
Mimi LaMarca, UMSL's associate
director of admissions, has been elected
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chairperson of the International
Council of the Higher Education
Council.
Dennis Blossom, UMca director of
budgets , was elected to the board of
directors of the National Association of
College and University Business
Officers.
Hugh W. Speer, UMKC professor
emeritus of education, was elected to
his fourth term on the board of trustees
of Johnson County Community
College.
Thompson R. Fulton, UMC
professor emeritus of social work , was
named Social Worker of the Year by
the Missouri chapter of the National
Association of Social Workers.
Kenneth E. Weide, dean of the
UMC College of Veterinary Medicine ,
was elected president of the
Intermountain Veterinary Medical
Association.

DNA research guidelines
In an effort to comply with new
federal guidelines, the UM system has
revamped review and approval
procedures for recombinant DNA
research.
The guidelines, which became
effective Jan. 1, 1979 , were issued by
the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) , and are administered by the
UM system Institutional Biosafety
Committee , formerly the Institutional
Biohazards Committee.
The committee , made up of
representatives from all four campuses,
UMca and two members of the public ,
has been in charge of reviewing this
special kind of genetic research since
1977. The name change was stipulated
by the NIH guidelines .
Copies of the federal policy are
available by writing to Debra Schuster,
Room 111, Environmental Trace
Substances Center, Route 3, Columbia ,
or calling 445-8595, extension 266.
Interested researchers may attend
the next committee meeting at 9:30
a.m. May 2 in the Office of Research
conference room, fourth floor , Clark
Hall, Columbia.

Writers' hotline initiated
" Hey , urn ... 1 was
wonderin' ... howdya spell ... ?"
The UMKC English faculty has
initiated a writers' hotline to answer
questions about composition, grammar,
spelling, and word usage from 9 a.m. to
noon, Monday through Friday.
The service will be staffed by
faculty and graduate teaching assistants
as part of the College of Arts and
Science Outreach Program. The hotline
is available to anyone on campus or in
the community.
Now, perfessor, was that affect or
effect ... Iay .. .lie ... ???

UM promotes inventions
UM was among the hundreds of
exhibitors from government, industries
and universities at the sixth annual
TechEx , an international fair for
technological exchange held last month
in Atlanta, Ga.
In an effort to promote inventions
developed by UM researchers, the UM
system has sent representatives to the
annual meeting every year since the
conference was organized in 1973.
This year's week-long meeting
attracted participants from 40 countries.
Nearly 50 new products or

processes developed by UM scientists
were among those listed in the
conference program, which was
distributed prior to the meeting.
Participants then had an opportunity to
review the technology available for
purchase and visit booths set up by the
various institutions to obtain additional
information.
Representing UM from the Office
of Research were A. H. Emmons and
Paul R. Keenan . Ray Snyder, UM's
patent consultant , also attended the
meeting.
" There was a tremendous amount
of interest in our inventions,
particularly those in the area of
energy ," Mr. Keenan said. "It was a
well-run conference-an exciting place
to be."
He pointed out that the meeting
represents an opportunity for both the
researcher and the University.
"It not only promotes the
researcher's work , it also generates
contacts in industry that we just
wouldn't have time to develop on our
own. "

UMKC dean appointed
Eldon J. Parizek, 58, has been
appointed dean of the UMK C College
of Arts and Sciences after a nationwide
search.
Dr. Parizek has been on the
faculty of the UMKC geosciences
department since 1956. He has served
as interim dean since Sept. 1, 1978 ,
after George Dahlgren's resignation as
arts and sciences dean.
Dr. Parizek is a nationally
respected authority on the utilization of
underground space.

Credit union officers
Kee Groshong, UMC assistant
business operations officer , has been
reelected president of the' Mizzou
Employees Federal Credit Union.
Other newly-elected officers of the
4,400-member credit union include: vice
president, Cindy Tang, UMR;
secretary, Christine Musca , UMSL
administrative associate; and treasurer,
Ron Rozell, UMR assistant professor
of mathematics. Officers are elected for
one-year terms.
In addition to Ms. Tang, Dr.
Rozell , and Ms. Musca , the following
employees have been elected to the
credit union ' s board of directors: Pat
Miles, UMC supervisor of steno
services; Walter Johnson, UMC
associate professor of economics ;
Anthony W. Lampe, UMC grants/
contracts officer ; Jane Adkins, UMKC
personnel assistant; Bonnie Sims,
UMKC sf. personnel assistant; John
D. Phillippe, UMSL assistant vice
chancellor of administration; William
D. Poore, director UMca personnel
services; and Anne D. Robinson ,
UMca sf. information specialist.
Campus representatives include
Jan Vaughn, UMKC Sf. clerk;
Lorraine Walls , UMR supervisor of
staff benefits; and Lee Dodd, UMSL
supervisor of mail.
The credit union , located at 909
University Ave., Columbia, has more
than $1.3 million in assets.

